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work were issued by the National Heritage Board (MA) and the Cultural
Heritage Department of Tallinn City Government (TKVA) (Table 1).
The number of issued permits does not differ from the general statistics
of previous years remarkably and quite the same tendencies as in 2007
are apparent.
First of all, the total number of research related excavations (Fig. 1: A)
was less than 1/10
(Kraut & Tamla 2008) the total of supervision work (Fig. 1: B) clearly domi
of rescue excavations (Fig. 1: C) and preliminary research (Fig. 1: D) it

Tartu, Pärnu, Narva, Haapsalu), listed as heritage protection areas, where
large scale earthwork had to be organized due to future development plans and
also worth mentioning that altogether 6 licences were issued for underwater
archaeological research and preliminary investigations.
Research related excavations were carried out by academic institu
lated excavations. All archaeologists who have been issued an excavation
permit have an obligation to present a report of their excavation work to the
National Heritage Board, where the reports are archived and open to public
for further interest and consultation. Failure to submit reports from previ
ous excavations is considered at the permit issue process the following year.
RESEARCH RELATED EXCAVATIONS
The number of research related excavations in 2008 was 12 (Tab. 1: A).
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History Museum. If we regard some of the underwater
survey, then a private company Tuukritööde OÜ can be
added to this list raising the number of research related
work to 16. Research related excavations were mainly
either connected to special academic grants or continued

Fig. 1. Archaeological fieldwork
in Estonia in 2008.
Jn 1. Arheoloogilised välitööd
Eestis 2008. aastal.
Compiled by / Koostaja: Martti
Veldi

Most of the research related excavations in 2008 – their main results
ume and therefore no detailed information is provided here. It can be sum
marized that in general the excavations covered both the north and south

water investigation in the Gulf of Finland by Tuukritööde OÜ (Table 1:
31–35, 45)), though most of the emphasis was given to Iron Age periods
in Uugla archaeological complex, (Table 1: 61–62) and Helena Kaldre in
out by Kaido Peremees, Tuukritööde OÜ. Altogether four different ship
wrecks in the Gulf of Finland were examined. These investigations were
commissioned by the National Heritage Board in order to acquire more de
of preservation. The following vessels were investigated with sonar and
Littegrund wreck and Suure paadi augu laev
boat)1 wreck (Table 1: 32, 31, 45, 33 accordingly) (data from http://register.
muinas.ee; nos. 22 262, 22 263, 27 764, 27 871). All of them have been dis
covered in the past decades and they are mostly dated to the modern pe
Suure paadi augu laev (Fig. 2) as the oldest (15th cen
tury) in situ
mostly in sonar pictures in different scales, but also some photographi
cal documentation was rendered using specialist gadgetry. As in previous
years the research was managed by the National Heritage Board and in
water archaeology where information (not only for documentation, but for
future research also) is gained by specialized company in cooperation with

1

In fact the work took place in December 2007.
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Fig. 4. Excavation plots at
Erumäe hill fort.
Jn 4. Kaevandid Erumäe
linnamäel.

Fig. 2. Sonar picture of wreck
Suure paadi augu laev
(Big boat hole’s ship).
Jn 2. Sonaripilt Suure paadi
augu vrakist.
Photo / Foto: Kaido Peremees

statistics represented at http://register.muinas.ee), any
underwater heritage research, especially larger scale, is
of great value.

RESCUE EXCAVATIONS, SUPERVISION WORK
AND PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS
It is interesting to notice that Pärnu with its 24 issued permits for rescue
excavations and supervision work supersedes even Tallinn and Tartu (21
salu and Paide with their less than 10 issued permits (Fig. 1: B, C).
in 2008, the archaeological excavations in Tallinn clearly exceed all the
other towns in the mentioned criteria. No doubt, the biggest challenge of
the last years was the excavation work related to the reorganizing of the
main square of our capital (Table 1: 41, 46, 82) (Fig. 3). The work started
in April 2008 and continued throughout the year until the middle of March
(Vabaduse
väljak)
which altogether covered the total area of 10 000 m2. Commissioned
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Fig. 3. Excavations at Vabaduse
Square, Tallinn.
Jn 3. Väljakaevamised
Tallinnas Vabaduse
väljakul.
Photo / Foto: Erki Russow

going to be built. The new monument created high public interest towards
the work of archaeologists. The opponents to the monument referred to
some recently discovered exceptional building details (Fig. 4) as an argu
order to tackle the challenges connected with the archaeological excava
was summoned. The council concluded that archaeologists were put un
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Fig. 4. Walls dicovered after the
removal of the left flanc
earthen fortification of
Ingrian Bastion at the
excavations at Vabaduse
Square, Tallinn.
Jn 4. Tallinnas Vabaduse
väljakul Ingeri bastioni
vasaku flangi mullast
kuhjatud laskevalli
eemaldamisel avastatud
tugimüürid.
Photo / Foto: Erki Russow

and the council did not regard it necessary to inhibit the
erection of the monument. Archaeological work at the
square and in its surroundings continued at the end of
that remained in the way of the planned underground
car park. Archaeological supervision of the new trench
In the area of their responsibility the most important
of the square, but also the discovery of the foundation of

have been previouslywell documented both archaeologically and in writ
ten sources, but the research at the southern part of the square brought a
became clear that besides medieval and modern period strata, also some
Kadakas et al.
14
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the work is worth waiting for in the next year’s volume.

attracted public attention. These excavations were carried out by Jüri
the media followed with great interest, challenged researchers to use
interdisciplinary studies in order to obtain maximum information about
this wonderful discovery. Despite shortage of time, the rescue work in
members, and the more detailed results are yet to be expected. This vol

quick decisions, followed by actions, for its team cooperation, and also
reminding us about the extreme informative value encoded in every ar
respect and attention, because we can never know when something rare
and unique might come to light.

munication methods, i.e. holding an online blog. The blog site (salmepaat.
blogspot.com) has so far over 2000 visitors and more than 5000 page views
(the count was started in November 2008, pers. comm. Marge Konsa).
The positive feedback both from archaeologists and the general public
proves distinctly the need for such information exchange (at least in the

(Table 1: 50) (about which Martin Malve and Heiki Valk (TÜ) give an over

and rescue excavations became necessary due to the plan of erecting a new
building in the area. According to the previously known archaeological
results in the closest surroundings of the plot and information gathered
15
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Fig. 5. Excavations at the corner
of Ülikooli and Vanemuise
Streets, Tartu.
Jn 5. Väljakaevamised Tartus
Ülikooli ja Vanemuise
tänavate nurgal.
Photo / Foto: Eero Heinloo

during the preliminary research, hints about brick production there were
gens department store and its porcelain shop were discovered. The store
stone pavements were discovered and though it was expected to unearth
some medieval clay mining pits in the course of the excavations in deeper
clear marks about the brick production stoves in the area were discovered.
human bones) were noticed, though the later earthworks had thoroughly
mixed these layers and they were not in their primary location any more

place the communications (install some pipelines and new pavement) in the
surroundings. One aim of the work was to expose a part of the town wall to
the public. A part of the outer side of the wall was therefore cleaned out and
the ground level was lowered up to its 13th century constructions. Alto
gether 300 m of up to 2.6 m deep trenches were excavated. According to the

of the excavations is considered to be of later historical periods or scarce,
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As mentioned above, a number of various excavations took place
duced in this volume. The article by Rivo Bernotas, Aivar Kriiska (both
OÜ Arheograator) and Aldur Vunk (PäMu) is one of the good examples of
pretation and material exposition. Unfortunately this practice is not so
that the material tends to be so rich and documentation so broad, that the
be awaited for quite some time. As editors we kindly hope that the sum

tion results are not even presented in a formal report, which is required by
the National Heritage Board.

where earth work had to be undertaken. Mostly the work was connected
with the installation of pipelines and cables. The archaeologists are to de
and Kadri Nigulas from AI and TLM) and Paide (Table 1: 60) (excavated
nately not all the excavations deserving to be published are represented
in this volume. For example, the large scale work in Narva settlement site
Archaeological supervision in the buildings of Nunne (Table 1: 24,

(Vishermay)
are also worth mentioning. New important information was also gained
mented and well preserved foundations of a modern building were dis

in Haapsalu in 2008 (larger supervision work took place at Kooli–Linda
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LANDSCAPE SURVEYS AND STRAY FINDS

specialists of the National Heritage Board or archaeologists themselves
discovered archaeological sites. More detailed information about these can
Ots give a good overview of landscape surveys.2 It is still worth mentioning
that the tradition of organizing landscape surveys by experts who have ob
tained special permits is becoming increasingly more popular. That is espe

by Marge Konsa and Maili Roio), in the frames of which landscape surveys
However, positive cooperation with the public and their interest in
not the only ones discovering interesting material from the past. In the
Fig. 6. A bronze crossbow-fibula
and decorative pin from
Järvamaa.
Jn 6. Pronksist ambsõlg ja
ehtenõel Järvamaalt.
(AI 6933: 1, 2.)
Photo / Foto: Irita Kallis
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The authors have changed the form and information content of the article as compared to
previous years and the editors are thankful for all their effort.

5
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background of serious trouble with the above mentioned
malevolent and what is more – illegal – detecting cases,
hearted hobby, the examples of responsible people hand

Fig. 7. Excavations of coin hoard
at Napsu.
Jn 7. Mündiaarde väljakaevamised Napsus külas.
Photo / Foto: Mirja Ots

to be highlighted. Fortunately the year 2008 gave some good examples of
age. For instance, Urmas Kuusiku found some Late Iron Age and medi
Museum who in turn addressed the matter to Tartu City Museum, who took
Priit Kumel handed over a bronze axe (a palstave measuring 11 × 5.3 ×
discovered in Kütke village near Keila and its peculiarity is the highly
three bronze ornaments to the National Heritage Board. The ornaments
were discovered in Järvamaa, at the surroundings of prehistorically densely
19
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probably might be interpreted as goods from cremation burials. A bronze
war club that was found in 2008, but reached the archaeology collections
hoard from the beginning of the 18th century at the bank of Reiu River at
Napsu village (Fig. 7) (Kann 2008). This hoard and newly discovered coin
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Table 1. Archaeological fieldwork
in Estonia in 2008.
(Database as on
20.10.2009.)*
Tabel 1. 2008. aasta arheoloogilised
välitööd Eestis. (Andmed
seisuga 20.10.2009.)
Compiled by / Koostajad:
Ester Oras (TÜ) &
Erki Russow (AI)
E - eeluuring / preliminary
investigation
J - järelevalve / survey
P - päästekaevamised /
rescue excavation
I - inspektsioon / landscape survey
T - teaduskaevamised /
research excavation
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Amet andsid 2008. aastal erinevateks arheoloogilis
1

/10

monumendi oponendid kasutada argumendina pro

kaevamised ning eeluuringud. Viimastest enamik
muinsuskaitse aladel. On märkimisväärne, et ka
ulatuslikumad maastikuinspektsioonid ning
arheoloogilised uuringud kuuluvad 2008. a lubade
ga kaetud välitööde hulka. Pooled teaduskaevamis
test toimusid akadeemiliste institutsioonide egiidi
all, samas kui päästekaevamiste puhul moodusta

tuuriväärtuste Ametile aruanne toimunud välitöö
dest ning selle täitmist arvestatakse uute loataotlus
te läbivaatamisel.
Ühtekokku toimus 2008. aastal 12 teadustee

surve alla ning loobus seadmast takistusi monu

(OÜ Tael) osalusel. Nende tööde olulisemateks tu
lemusteks oli varauusaegse Püha Barbara kalmistu

dakas, Ragnar Nurk, Garel Püüa), mil esmalt doku
menteeriti varauusaegse kindlustusvööndi detaile.
ootamatu pöörde kavandatud välitööde programmi.

ni
(Tuukritööde OÜ allveearheoloogilised uurimused
laevaleiust, mille kohta lähemalt saab lugeda käes
oleva kogumiku vastavas artiklis, tuleks esile tuua

välitööde meeskonnaliikmed Internetti eraldi blogi

damisega seotud päästekaevamine umbes 10 000 m2
suurusel alal, kus alustati töödega 2008. aasta ap
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Kahtlemata pälvisid suurtest päästekaevamistest
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lõppenud välitöödeprojekt Pärnus, mida tutvustavad järgnevatel lehekülgedel Rivo Bernotas, Aivar
Kriiska ja Aldur Vunk (OÜ Arheograator ja PäMu).

käest saadud esemekogumitega, mille kohta esita

tööst saab lugeda vastavalt Gurly Vedru, Raili All

ses, kus arheoloogid peavad väga tihti kohtuma ille
mise suhtes pahatahtlike detektoristidega, väärivad

Pika tänava hooneis (vastavalt OÜ Tael, Vladimir
(sk Vishermay) – kalmistu alal tehtud arheoloogilist
seiret. Olulist uut informatsiooni andsid ka Uus tn
avastati uusaegse hoonestuse hästi säilinud vun

üles näidanud isikutest. Nii näiteks edastas Urmas
leitud hilisrauaaegse – keskaegse ehtekomplekti,
se pronksiaegse pronkskirve, Marvin Tammehoid
Muinsuskaitseametile kolm pronksist ehet, sh rah

datud siiski kahetsusväärselt väike osa vastavate
tööde tulemustest.
muuseumis.
maastikuinspektsioonidest annavad ülevaate Mar
sest enamasti oli tegemist metallidetektoritega

koondtabeliga.
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